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SCED 3311 [Hybrid]: CRN 12138                                                                      

Curriculum Planning in Secondary School                                                                       
Fall 2016 

This syllabus is subject to change as needed. Any changes to the syllabus will be announced in class 

and/or posted on Blackboard. 

No ringing cellular phones or beepers are permitted in class. If you have or suspect a disability and need 

accommodations, you should contact Disabled Student Services (DSSO) at 747- 5148 or at dss@utep.edu or come by 

Room 106 Union East Building. 

Instructor Contact Information: Ruby Lynch-Arroyo, PhD                                                                      

Office: College of Education, Room 803                                                                                                              

Phone: (915) 747-5426                                                                                                                                             

E-mail: rllynch@utep.edu                                                                                                                                   

Office Hours:   Mondays, 4:00 PM – 5:00 PM; Wednesdays, 4:00 PM – 5:00 PM; Thursdays, 10:00 

AM - Noon; or by appointment/email.                                                                                                                                            

Class Meeting Times and Locations:   Wednesdays, 8:30 AM – 11:20 AM, COE308                                                                                                               

 

Required Texts:  

Schmoker, M. (2011). Focus: Elevating the Essentials to Radically Improve Student Learning. ASCD. 

Paperback ISBN: 978-1-4166-1130-1 ASCD product#110016  

Cain, S. & Laird, M. (2011). The Fundamental 5: The Formula for Quality Instruction. Paperback 

ISBN: 1456491032 ISBN-13: 9781456491031  

Optional Texts: 

    Jackson, R. R. (2009). Never work harder than your students and other principles of great teaching. Alexandria, 

VA: ASCD. ISBN- 978-1-4166-0757  

Brooks, J.G., & Brooks, M.G. (1999).  In Search of Understanding:  The Case for Constructivists 

Classrooms. Alexandria, VA: ASCD.  
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Canestari and Marlow (2013). Educational Foundations: An Anthology of Critical Readings (Third 

Edition). Sage Publications ISBN-13:978-1452216768 

Ornstein, A.C., Pajak, E. F., & Ornstein, S.B. (2007). Contemporary Issues in Curriculum (Fourth Edition). 

Pearson ISBN 0-205-48925-7  

Cuban, L. (2013). Inside The Black Box of Classroom Practice: Change Without Reform in American 

Education. Harvard Education Press ISBN 978-1-61250-556-5  

Wiliam, D. (2011). Embedded Formative Assessment. Solution Tree Press ISBN 978-1-934009-30-7  

Burgess, D. (2012), Teach Like a Pirate: Increase Student Engagement, Boost Your Creativity, and    

Transform Your Life as an Educator. Dave Burgess Consulting, Inc. ISBN-13: 860-1401291688;             

ISBN-10: 0988217600 

 Additional materials/resources we will be using:  

Some required readings will be scanned and placed on blackboard or you will be provided with appropriate 

web links:  

 Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) for all content areas and grade levels.  

http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter111/index.html  

 Texas College Readiness Standards  

http://www.thecb.state.tx.us/index.cfm?objectid=EADF962E-0E3E-DA80- 

BAAD2496062F3CD8  

This course will integrate English Language Proficiency Standards (ELPS) for English Language 

Learners (ELLs) in order to provide strategies for language acquisition and academic success in  all 

content areas for students at different levels (beginning, intermediate, advanced, and advanced high) in 

the domains of listening, speaking, reading and writing. You can find the ELPS standards and 

presentations about ELPS and Texas English Language Proficiency Assessment System (TELPAS) at 
http://www.esc4.net/users/0001/docs2/122-ELPS.pdf  

http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter111/index.html
http://www.thecb.state.tx.us/index.cfm?objectid=EADF962E-0E3E-DA80-BAAD2496062F3CD8
http://www.thecb.state.tx.us/index.cfm?objectid=EADF962E-0E3E-DA80-BAAD2496062F3CD8
http://www.esc4.net/users/0001/docs2/122-ELPS.pdf
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Course Philosophy and Description:  

"Teaching is a lifelong art that ... involves continuous learning not just for the student but for 
the teacher as well." -- Joseph Katz and Mildred Henry  

For teachers to be truly effective involves bringing together four basic components:  

A.  An appreciation of the discipline itself;  

B.  An understanding of how students learn and construct ideas;  

C.  An ability to design and select challenging tasks, create problem-solving environments;  

D.  The ability to integrate appropriate, meaningful assessment within the teaching process.  

 

One of the main components of teaching is helping students to “discover” for themselves  by 

creating successful learning environments, a friendly atmosphere, and an open mind” approach. A 

teacher needs to promote students' critical thinking, to encourage searching for different methods. 

When a mistake is made in one of the methods, the other methods will help students to arrive at a 

correct answer, so it is very important not to give students answers, but allow them to arrive to 

content mastery, possibly through a sequence of mistakes [error analysis], and corrections of the 

mistakes. It is a component of the teacher’s role to encourage students to creatively invent new 

ways of approaching content without fear of making a mistake.  

This course is designed for the prospective secondary teacher and it is based on the conceptual 

framework of the College of Education.  You will be asked to examine yourselves within the 

educational context of teaching and learning.  We will explore the possibilities that exist within 

educational reform and the implications for teachers and students who want to teach in a secondary 

school setting.  You will have the opportunity to begin a process of reflection and growth that will 

help create meaningful learning experiences for you and your students.  Also, you will make 

important connections between curriculum theory and practice. 

Course Goals and Objectives:  

We will address factors that support meaningful growth and progress on an inner journey towards 

personal transformation. Our classroom community will develop a process that will allow us to 

explore “who we are, what assumptions we hold as true, how and what we teach, how we organize 

ourselves, and what barriers prevent us from creating authentic learning environments” (Crowell, 
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Caine & Caine, 1998).  

All pre-service teachers will become more effective in the following areas by:  

• Writing and analyzing lesson plans that support the learning cycle 

• Unpacking State standards for specific content areas and developing practical and 

 engaging use of TEKS 

• Demonstrating use of instructional technology within lesson plan development and mini-

teaching experience 

• Demonstrating understanding of critical reading of texts and web sites through  writing and 

discussion 

• Demonstrating reflection about teaching and learning through writing and discussion. 

• Writing and discussion to demonstrate an informed perspective about curriculum and related 

educational issues  

•  Addressing the domain and competencies that will prepare you for TExES 

 

Course Structure:  

NOTE: The State of Texas requires all students to undergo a criminal records check in order to 

complete observation hours. In order to participate in this course, students must obtain the clearance 

from a school district within the three weeks of the course or else they will be dropped from the course. 

Classes for this course will be done using a hybrid format. Portions of this course will occur online. 

Please arrange your schedules accordingly. The class will be a combination of lecture, guided 

instruction, classroom and online discussion, classroom and online exercises and project 

development. Every class meeting, whether face-to-face or virtual, is vital.  It is expected that 

students will attend all class sessions. Each face-to-face class session will consist of a brief lecture 

and/or students’ interactive discussion/presentation, and problem solving activities. The discussion 

will focus on how the lessons exemplify the given standard, on how to assess the effectiveness of 

the lesson, and on extensions, modifications/accommodations, and improvements. You are 

encouraged to take notes during each class session (class activities and discussions may be subject 

to change). During   online   sessions or as homework assignments   you   will   be   asked   to   read   

education   papers   and chapters from the book, write reflections and participate in online 

discussion (all these activities will be conducted via Blackboard or in class).  
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Materials:  

Bring Your Own Electronic Device [BYOD - if available]. 

Course Requirements and Assignments: 

1.  RtOP Responses (100 points/20 points per response)  

To help you synthesize your observations during the semester you will be required to submit 5 

“Response to Observation/Practice” (RtOP) reflections [1 per class observed for 5 of the 15 

hours observed]. The reflections should be your evaluation of each of the criteria, as well as 

analysis reflected in 6 questions; authentic responses should include anecdotal supporting 

evidence, as well as elaboration of points made. A calendar window will be provided to guide 

your observations as well as Course Calendar identifying when to submit your RtOP reflections. 

The RtOP rubric will be used to evaluate your reflections. This course requires 15 hours of 

observation in a public, charter, or private school setting in your content area, for grades 7-12 

[Core Content Majors] or K-12 [Fine Arts/Physical Education Majors], OUTSIDE of class time 

It is the student’s responsibility to obtain criminal background clearance for the district where 

observations will be completed (contact Human Resources Offices). It is the student’s 

responsibility to contact the campus administration to schedule observations. Students are 

expected to comply with professional code of conduct and appearance/dress code guidelines 

established by the districts.  

2.  Lesson Plans and Lesson Presentation (approximately 120 points)  

All students will construct, present and analyze a variety of lesson constructions utilizing the 

Tools, Tasks and Strategies (TTS) Framework (Giza & Kosheleva) and Technological 

Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) Framework (Mishra & Koehler). You will develop 

and implement a series of lessons using the Learning Cycle, 5-E Model, Fundamental 5 

principles, and ‘backwards design’ inquiry-based model, analyzed using a modified lesson study 

approach.  

A. As co-teachers [same content major], in a 30-minute lesson students will demonstrate their 

understanding of effective curricular decisions, sound pedagogical techniques and student-

centered educational philosophies. You will also be expected to model these techniques 

within your mini-teaching lesson and instruction. Mini-teaching will be achieved using a 
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co-teaching model of students within the same content area and in groups of no more than 

3 students. Each student will be responsible for assigned elements of the lesson 

plan/teaching and will be graded as individuals based on their contribution to the teaching.  

 

B. As co-teachers [differing content majors] in a mini-lesson/learning center, students will 

demonstrate their understanding of implementing a thematic unit representative of making 

cross-curricular connections within the Explore/Explain/Elaborate components of the 5-E 

Model of Lesson Planning. Co-teaching groups will vary in size depending upon the class 

demographics. Students will demonstrate their understanding of effective cross-curricular 

decisions, sound pedagogical techniques and student-centered educational philosophies. 

You will also be expected to model these techniques within your mini-teaching 

lesson/learning center. Each student will be responsible for assigned elements of the lesson 

plan/teaching/learning center development and will be graded as individuals based on their 

contribution to the instruction/learning center.  

 

3. Written Reflection Papers, Homework Assignments, Activities, Presentations (approximately 100 

points/varied point assignments)  

Over the course of the semester, you will be asked to synthesize what you are reading and integrate it 

with the activities you are doing in class.  At certain points during the semester you will be asked to 

prepare a 1-2 full page typed reflection on a topic connected to secondary teaching and learning. APA 
format, 12-point font, New Times Roman, Double Spaced, 1 page, save as .pdf. Citations and 

resources should be included as appropriate. 

Class Participation and Attendance:  

It is essential that each of you be present and actively participate during all class sessions.  This 

includes spending an appropriate amount of time preparing for class so that the resources will 

support in-depth learning experiences for students and teachers using them. Successful completion 

of the course depends on regular, thoughtful participation and interaction in classroom and online 

learning experiences. It is EXTREMELY important that you attend class regularly AND on time.  

Classroom discussion and participation in presentations and activities [face to face and online] are 

essential to learning from this course. All students will be evaluated based upon their prompt arrival 
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to class, their attendance, and their participation in class. Attendance will be taken each meeting 

using a sign-in sheet (which is your responsibility to make sure you sign); sometimes you will be 

asked to sign in the beginning of class session and at the end of class session. Your active 

participation and positive attitude towards learning innovative ideas about curriculum planning for 

effective learning in each class session is vital to your learning, as well as, to the learning of other 

students in the class. The instructor may count late arrival, early departure, or blatant 

nonparticipation as a half-absence or even a full absence, depending on what is missed. 

In-class activities will include participation in whole class and small group discussions, initiating 

discussion(s), respectfully and insightfully responding to, and engaging in discussion with the 

instructor and other students. Online activities may include discussion board and/or submission of 

assignments. Off task behaviors that result in interrupting another student’s opportunity to learn, 

including side conversations and/or use of cell phone not related to class discussion, is 

unacceptable.   As future teachers, your behavior should be reflective of what you will expect of 

your future students.  

Each absence will affect your grade. I reserve the right to drop a student from a course after two 

absences. *If you are more than 15 minutes late to class, it will be counted as an absence. You will 

be expected to make up any missed assignments/class work. Do not schedule advising or personal 

appointments during class time; please do not request to leave class early.   Note:   If   you   are 

having personal, academic, professional or other issues that are inhibiting or will inhibit your 

attendance and performance in this course, please come and talk to me about it.   My desire is for 

everyone to succeed in this course.  

The official UTEP attendance policy for undergraduate students is as follows:  

“The student is expected to attend all classes and laboratory sessions.   It is the responsibility of the student 

to inform each instructor of extended absences.   When, however, in the judgment of the instructor, a student 

has been absent to such a degree as to impair his or her status relative to credit for the course, the instructor 

may drop the student from the class with a grade of “W” before the course drop deadline and with a grade 

of “F” after the course drop deadline.” (UTEP Undergraduate Catalog). 

Extra Credit:  

You will have opportunities to receive extra credit as suggested or approved by the Instructor. For 
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example, you may be invited to participate in service learning, tutoring, participate in College of 

Education focus groups, surveys, conferences etc.  

During the Fall, 2016 Semester, extra credit will be given for attendance at the College of Education ABC 

Conference with Reflection completion/submission [40 points] 

Guiding Principles for this Course: TEXES Domains  

Class activities and assignments use best practice methods that support the competencies from the TExES 

domains.  Discussion will focus on how the lesson/activity/assignment addresses the competencies that 

support best practice while also providing pre-service teachers insight into questions as they appear on 

TExES. 

TExES Secondary and All Levels Professional Responsibility Standards: 

Domain: PLANNING 

Dimension 1.1:     Standards and Alignment -- The teacher designs clear, well-organized, sequential 

lessons that reflect best practice, align with the standards and are appropriate for diverse learners.  

Dimension 1.2:     Data and Assessment -- The teacher uses formal and informal methods to measure 

student progress, then manages and analyzes student data to inform instruction.  

Dimension 1.3:     Knowledge of Students -- Through knowledge of students and proven practices, the 

teacher ensures high levels of learning, social-emotional development and achievement for all students.  

Dimension 1.4:     Activities -- The teacher plans engaging, flexible lessons that encourage higher –order 

thinking, persistence and achievement.  

Domain: INSTRUCTION 

Dimension 2.1:    Achieving Expectations -- The teacher supports all learners in their pursuit of high 

levels of academic and social-emotional success.  

Dimension 2.2:    Content Knowledge and Expertise -- The teacher uses content and pedagogical 
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expertise to design and execute lessons aligned with state standards, related content and student needs.  

Dimension 2.3:    Communication -- The teacher clearly and accurately communicates to support 

persistence, deeper learning and effective effort.  

Dimension 2.4:    Differentiation -- The teacher differentiates instruction, aligning methods and 

techniques to diverse student needs.  

Dimension 2.5:    Monitor and Adjust -- The teacher formally and informally collects, analyzes and uses 

student progress data and makes necessary lesson adjustments. 

Domain: LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 

Dimension 3.1:    Classroom Environment, Routines and Procedures -- The teacher organizes a safe, 

accessible and efficient classroom.  

Dimension 3.2:    Managing Student Behavior -- The teacher establishes, communicates and maintains 

clear expectations for student behavior.  

Dimension 3.3:    Classroom Culture -- The teacher leads a mutually respectful and collaborative class of 

actively engaged learners. 

Domain: PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

Dimension 4.1:    Professional Demeanor and Ethics -- The teacher meets district expectations for 

attendance, professional appearance, decorum, procedural, ethical, legal and statutory responsibilities.  

Dimension 4.2:    Goal Setting -- The teacher reflects on his/her practice.  

Dimension 4.3:    Professional Development -- The teacher enhances the professional community.  

Dimension 4.4:    School Community Involvement -- The teacher demonstrates leadership with students, 

colleagues, and community members in the school, district and community through effective 

communication and outreach.  
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Student Learning Outcomes: 

The course’s learning outcomes will require the student to acquire throughout the semester new 

knowledge and skills and build upon them. The following table provides a list of the most relevant 

student learning outcomes for the course. The following outcomes are aligned with SBOE-approved 

Texas educator standards. Please, see the full standard* at  

http://www.statutes.legis.state.tx.us/Docs/ED/htm/ED.21.htm#21.005 

Table1. Student learning outcomes and assessment 

Learning Objectives for SCED 3311 Assessments 
The secondary education pre-service teacher will examine the 
role of lesson plan writing using the 5E model and the use of 
TEKS and ELPS. 

TEKS exploration tool, 5E model written and oral 
presentations, lesson plan & analysis, Exams. 

The secondary education pre-service teacher will incorporate 
and justify the use of technology in the secondary curriculum 
to include the analysis of online material. 

TEKS exploration tool, lesson plan & analysis, Podcasts, 
iMovies, online resources, writing exercises, Exams, poster 
session 

The secondary education pre-service teacher will reflect on 
teaching and learning using multiple observations tools, chapter 
reading, videos, and reflection pieces 

Observation tools with reflection RtOP reflections, Exams, oral 
presentation of experiences, group projects and activities. 

The secondary education pre-service teacher will become 
aware and informed about secondary curriculum and related 
educational issues. 

TEKS exploration tool, RtOP reflections, lesson plan & analysis, 
Journal/Article reflections, lesson planning, Exams 

The secondary education pre-service teacher will write and 
communicate knowledge through discussion, activities, and 
reflection papers. 

RtOP reflections, All written reflections and assignments will be 
assessed by attached rubrics. 

 

Assessment and Grading:  

If you maintain high expectations of your students as an educator, students will rise to those 

expectations. I have high expectations of each and every student, especially those students who are 

pursuing a career as a professional educator. Each of you has the ability to meet these expectations, 

as long as you see yourself pursuing a profession that critically impacts the lives of our children! 

Notice I stated ‘profession’ not a ‘job’; being an educator is one of the most important roles you 

can play in our society today! Your grade will be determined by the level you fulfill the following 

requirements. There are five benchmarks for this course. Your success in fulfilling these 

benchmarks will determine your grade for the course:  

http://www.statutes.legis.state.tx.us/Docs/ED/htm/ED.21.htm#21.005
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Grade "A": Student meets all the requirements, completes all assignments, and turns in all 

assignments (including tests) on time. The average grade for assignments (including all extra 

credit) and tests is A.  

Grade   "B":  Student meets all the requirements, but doesn’t complete all assignments, submits 

some assignments after the due date, has excessive absences. The average grade for assignments 

(including all extra credit) and tests is B.  

Grade "C": Student does not meet all of the benchmarks, does not complete all assignments, 

submits most assignments after the due date, and has excessive absences. The average grade for 

assignments (including all extra credit) and tests is C.  

Requirements for course success:  

1. You should become familiar with the UTEP Library electronic database.  

2. You should become knowledgeable and proficient in working with Blackboard.  

3. You will work as a cooperative member of the community of learners that comprises this class.  

Grading:  

I will provide graded feedback on your performance (the special grading schedule is explained 

below). I will select all or random submissions for grading and provide feedback to students. 

Table 2. - Grade Distribution:  

GRADE % 

A 90 - 100 

B 85 - 89 

C 75 - 84 

D 65 - 74 

F 0 - 64 

Academic Integrity:  

The University of Texas at El Paso prides itself on its standards of academic excellence.  In all 
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matters of intellectual pursuit, UTEP faculty and students must strive to achieve based on the 

quality of work produced by their individual.  In the classroom and in all other academic activities, 

students are expected to uphold the highest standards of academic integrity.  Any form of scholastic 

dishonesty is an affront to the pursuit of knowledge and jeopardizes the quality of the degree 

awarded to all graduates of UTEP.  It is imperative, therefore, that all faculty, insist on adherence to 

these standards. 

As teachers and future teachers, you should be especially aware that cheating, plagiarism and 

collusion in dishonest activities are serious acts which erode the university’s purpose and integrity  

and cheapen the learning experience for us all.  It is expected that individual work you submit will 

represent your own effort and will not involve copying from or accessing unauthorized resources.  

It is expected that work you submit will represent your own effort (or your own group’s effort, if it 

is a group project), will not involve copying from or accessing unauthorized resources or people 

(e.g., from a previous year’s class), and will appropriately acknowledge allowable references that 

you do consult. Violations are unacceptable and will be referred to the Dean of Students Office for 

possible disciplinary action.  

For Group Work:   Within a group, members are allowed to divide up subsets of the project for 

which individuals will take the initial responsibility for coordinating efforts, but it is assumed that 

by the time a group turns in a write-up that all members have read, discussed, and understand all 

parts of what is being turned in.  Group members may even discuss general ideas and strategies 

with members of other groups, but NOT share parts of actual written work.  

Students with disabilities:  

If you have or believe that you have a disability, you may wish to self- identify.   You can do this 

by contacting the Center for Accommodations and Support Services (CASS) to show 

Documentation of a disability or to register to receive testing and services (747- 5148 or at 

cass@utep.edu or go by Room 106, Union East Building). CASS provides the following services: 

note taking, sign language, interpreter, reader and/or scribe services, priority registration, adaptive 

technology, diagnostic testing for learning disabilities, assistance with learning strategies/tutoring, 

alternative testing location and format, and advocacy. All information provided to CASS is kept 

with the strictest rules of confidentiality.  
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It is responsibility of any student desiring to drop the course to turn in necessary drop forms. The 

instructor will not drop students who are no longer attending the class. The instructor will not drop 

a student after the last day to drop. You are responsible for your own record. The instructor can 

drop any student any time a student violates the written rules/requirements for remaining in good 

standing in the course. I hold the right to drop a student from a course after two absences.  

The course instructor reserves the right to adjust the course syllabus or change assignments as needed. 

Table 3: SCED3311 Fall 2016 Course Calendar 

TeXes Class Meeting/ 

Online Date 
Due Date Content/Activities/Assignments 

I - IV 8.24.16  

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.29.16 

Face to Face/In-Class Review/Activities: 

Entrance Ticket (5 Points): Perspectives 

 Formation of Professional Learning Communities [PLCs] & Introductions 

 Review syllabus, course content, materials posted on Blackboard, Course rubrics, 

Observation Protocol/RtOP process/Hours Log 

 TPACK: “What Is Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge?”  (Mishra & 

Koehler, 2007) Brainstorming Activity  

Exit Ticket (5 Points):     PLCs                                                                                                                 

 

Online/Homework Assignment: 

“The Fundamental Five (F5)”, p 1-50;  

Prepare Cornell Notes [Template on Blackboard] (20 points) 

I - IV 8.31.16  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.12.16 

Face to Face/In-Class Review/Activities:  

Entrance Ticket (5 Points): TPACK 

 Fundamental 5: Implications for Curriculum and Lesson Planning – Effective 

Teaching and Learning (Cain & Laird, 2011). 

 Tools, Tasks, and Strategies & Lesson Planning (Giza) and 

Backwards/Understanding by Design  

 Review Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) for individual content areas  
Select a TEKS and Student Expectation (Task) for your content area; 

http://tea.texas.gov/index2.aspx?id=6148. 

Exit Ticket (5 Points): Fundamental 5 

 

Online/Homework Assignment: 

Read Introduction from "How Students Learn" pp 1 -26, access at 

http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=11101 and, attachment on Blackboard 

Assignment. Submit responses to posted questions on Blackboard Assignment. (15 points)   

I-IV 9.7.16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OUTSIDE CLASS Activities/Assignments:  

Utilize class time to complete Background clearance application/process to 

facilitate out-of-class classroom observations or schedule observations. 

Observations must occur in mathematics classes in grades 7-12 and total 15 hours.    

http://tea.texas.gov/index2.aspx?id=6148
http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=11101
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Table 3: SCED3311 Fall 2016 Course Calendar 

TeXes Class Meeting/ 

Online Date 
Due Date Content/Activities/Assignments 

9.7.16 9.19.16 Online Assignment: 

1. Read “The Fundamental Five (F5)”, p 51-106; Complete Seed Discussion Organizer 

[template on Blackboard] 

2.  Submit on Blackboard Assignment.           

I-IV 9.14.16 9.19.16 OUTSIDE CLASS Activities/Assignments:  
Watch videos and read article on Elements of Cooperative/Collaborative Learning: 

1. Inquiry Based Learning: TED Talk Video - 

http://video.ted.com/talk/podcast/2010X/None/DianaLaufenberg

_2010X-480p.mp4  

2. What is Cooperative Learning? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7E24c5RkrMw  

3. A Think-Pair-Share on Think-Pair-Share, 

http://blogs.edweek.org/teachers/coach_gs_teaching_tips/2014/12/

a_think-pair-share_on_think-pair-share_1.html Ginsburg (2014) 

4. Create a short PowerPoint, Prezi, PowToon’s, (or other 

presentation format) presentation interactively presenting one of 

the cooperative/collaborative learning approaches. (20 Points) 

 

Read Articles on Elements of a Project-Based or Problem-Based Classrooms: 

1. “Why Problem-Based Learning Is Better”. Posted by Tim Holt on Jan 10, 2013 in Less 

Teacher, More Student, Making The Shift, The How of 21st Century Teaching, Voices 

http://plpnetwork.com/2013/01/10/problem-vs-project-based-learning/   

2. “Personalized PBL -Student Designed Learning” 

http://www.edutopia.org/blog/personalized-pbl-student-designed-learning-andrew-

miller;  

3. Complete Compare & Contrast Organizer [template on Blackboard] synthesizing 

both articles (20 Points)       

 

Post work products on Blackboard Assignments                                                             
 

http://video.ted.com/talk/podcast/2010X/None/DianaLaufenberg_2010X-480p.mp4
http://video.ted.com/talk/podcast/2010X/None/DianaLaufenberg_2010X-480p.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7E24c5RkrMw
http://blogs.edweek.org/teachers/coach_gs_teaching_tips/2014/12/a_think-pair-share_on_think-pair-share_1.html
http://blogs.edweek.org/teachers/coach_gs_teaching_tips/2014/12/a_think-pair-share_on_think-pair-share_1.html
http://blogs.edweek.org/teachers/coach_gs_teaching_tips/2014/12/a_think-pair-share_on_think-pair-share_1.html
http://plpnetwork.com/2013/01/10/problem-vs-project-based-learning/
http://www.edutopia.org/blog/personalized-pbl-student-designed-learning-andrew-miller
http://www.edutopia.org/blog/personalized-pbl-student-designed-learning-andrew-miller
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Table 3: SCED3311 Fall 2016 Course Calendar 

TeXes Class Meeting/ 

Online Date 
Due Date Content/Activities/Assignments 

I -IV 9.21.16  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.26.16 

Face to Face/In-Class Review/Activities:  
Entrance Ticket (5 Points): Fundamental 5    
 
Fundamental 5 – 2nd Half Review 

 

Elements of Curriculum/Lesson Planning: Background knowledge/differentiation of 

instructions. 5-E Model, Introduction to Depth of Knowledge/Blooms Revised Taxonomy, 
Lesson Cycle, Critical Thinking Skills/Effective Questioning  

 

Resources: Glossary of Critical Thinking Terms,  
http://www.criticalthinking.org/pages/glossary-of-critical-thinking-terms/496 ; The Role of 
Questions in Teaching, Thinking and Learning, http://www.criticalthinking.org/pages/the-role-
of-questions-in-teaching-thinking-and-learning/524;                                                                                                                                     
5 Powerful Questions Teachers Can Ask Students, http://www.edutopia.org/blog/five-
powerful-questions-teachers-ask-students-rebecca-alber ;  The 5-E Model, 
http://enhancinged.wgbh.org/research/eeeee.html  and 
http://rmmsmsp.ucdenver.edu/files/5_e_lesson_plan_template.pdf ; Understanding By Design, 
http://cft.vanderbilt.edu/guides-sub-pages/understanding-by-design/  and 
http://www.sisd.net/Page/9254 ; Depth of Knowledge, http://www.edutopia.org/blog/webbs-
depth-knowledge-increase-rigor-gerald-aungst and  Blooms Revised Taxonomy, 
http://www.niu.edu/facdev/programs/handouts/blooms.shtml   
                      

Formation of Mini-Teaching Co-teachers -   

In-Class Develop Action Plan (20 Points); submit at the end of class.                                   

 

Online/Homework Assignment: 

 

Read Textbook: “Focus” Chapters 1, 2, & 3, pp 9 - 89; Submit responses to posted 

questions (20 points) on Blackboard Assignment                                                                      
I-IV 9.28.16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.10.16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OUTSIDE CLASS Activities/Assignments:  
Utilize class time to complete observations. Observations must occur in 
mathematics classes in grades 7-12 and total 15  
                                                                                                                      

1. Read Textbook: “Focus” Chapters for your content area OR Read “posted materials” 

for your content area: 

“Focus” Chapters: Chapter 4 - English Language Arts/Communications;  

Chapter 5 -Social Studies/History;  

Chapter 6 - Science; 

 Chapter 7 - Mathematics;  

 “Posted Materials” on Blackboard - Foreign Language, Fine Arts, Physical 

Education/Kinesiology                                                 

 

2. Prepare & Submit responses to posted questions on Blackboard Assignment. (20 points)  

 

http://www.criticalthinking.org/pages/glossary-of-critical-thinking-terms/496
http://www.criticalthinking.org/pages/glossary-of-critical-thinking-terms/496
http://www.criticalthinking.org/pages/the-role-of-questions-in-teaching-thinking-and-learning/524
http://www.criticalthinking.org/pages/the-role-of-questions-in-teaching-thinking-and-learning/524
http://www.edutopia.org/blog/five-powerful-questions-teachers-ask-students-rebecca-alber
http://www.edutopia.org/blog/five-powerful-questions-teachers-ask-students-rebecca-alber
http://www.edutopia.org/blog/five-powerful-questions-teachers-ask-students-rebecca-alber
http://enhancinged.wgbh.org/research/eeeee.html
http://rmmsmsp.ucdenver.edu/files/5_e_lesson_plan_template.pdf
http://cft.vanderbilt.edu/guides-sub-pages/understanding-by-design/
http://www.sisd.net/Page/9254
http://www.edutopia.org/blog/webbs-depth-knowledge-increase-rigor-gerald-aungst
http://www.edutopia.org/blog/webbs-depth-knowledge-increase-rigor-gerald-aungst
http://www.edutopia.org/blog/webbs-depth-knowledge-increase-rigor-gerald-aungst
http://www.niu.edu/facdev/programs/handouts/blooms.shtml
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Table 3: SCED3311 Fall 2016 Course Calendar 

TeXes Class Meeting/ 

Online Date 
Due Date Content/Activities/Assignments 

9.28.16 

(Cont.) 

10.10.16 

(Cont.) 

 

3. Collaboratively Develop Draft #1 of Lesson Plan – Using Feedback on Action Plan 

Submit on Blackboard (20 points)                                                                                                                                                     

 

4. RtOP: Submit RtOP for Observation #1 on Blackboard Assignment (20 points)  

I-III 10.5.16 10.10.16 OUTSIDE CLASS Activities/Assignments:  
 

Watch videos and read article Academic Vocabulary: 

1. Vocabulary Integration: Building academic content vocabulary & addressing the needs 
of English Language Learners (ELLs) 15 Vocabulary Strategies in 15 Minutes, 
http://learningtasks.weebly.com/vocabulary-strategies.html  

2. Essential Strategies for Teaching Vocabulary, http://www.sagepub.com/upm-
data/40627_4.pdf .  
 

Prepare 3 graphic organizers (your choice) related to vocabulary from your lesson plan 
1.     Submit vocabulary graphic organizers on Blackboard Assignment (15 points) 
 

Watch videos, listen to Audio Transcript and read articles on Elements of Differentiated 

Instruction: 

1. English Language Learners -  From NYC's International Schools, Lessons For Teaching 
Unaccompanied Minors, http://www.npr.org/blogs/ed/2014/11/04/360187176/from-

nycs-international-schools-lessons-for-teaching-unaccompanied-minors  

2. ELLs: A Research Brief, 
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/PolicyResearch/ELLResearchBri

ef.pdf  

3. Special Needs Learners -  Reality of Special Education in Today's Classrooms: Using 
IDEA for Change, http://www.brighthubeducation.com/special-ed-law/878-special-

education-and-idea-inclusion-scenarios/;  

 

Write a two paragraph definition (in your own words) describing what it means to 

differentiate instruction. Provide citations from assignment as appropriate. 

Submit on Blackboard Assignment (15 Points)  

 
Lesson Planning: 
 
1. Collaboratively Develop Draft #2 of Lesson Plan – Using Feedback  
2. Submit on Blackboard Discussion Board (20 points) 
 

 
RtOP: Submit RtOP for Observation #2 on Blackboard Assignment (20 points)  

     

                                                  

 

                                                                                                                                                                         

http://learningtasks.weebly.com/vocabulary-strategies.html
http://www.sagepub.com/upm-data/40627_4.pdf
http://www.sagepub.com/upm-data/40627_4.pdf
http://www.npr.org/blogs/ed/2014/11/04/360187176/from-nycs-international-schools-lessons-for-teaching-unaccompanied-minors
http://www.npr.org/blogs/ed/2014/11/04/360187176/from-nycs-international-schools-lessons-for-teaching-unaccompanied-minors
http://www.npr.org/blogs/ed/2014/11/04/360187176/from-nycs-international-schools-lessons-for-teaching-unaccompanied-minors
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/PolicyResearch/ELLResearchBrief.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/PolicyResearch/ELLResearchBrief.pdf
http://www.brighthubeducation.com/special-ed-law/878-special-education-and-idea-inclusion-scenarios/
http://www.brighthubeducation.com/special-ed-law/878-special-education-and-idea-inclusion-scenarios/
http://www.brighthubeducation.com/special-ed-law/878-special-education-and-idea-inclusion-scenarios/
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Table 3: SCED3311 Fall 2016 Course Calendar 

TeXes Class Meeting/ 

Online Date 
Due Date Content/Activities/Assignments 

I-IV 10.12.16 

 

 

 

 

 

10.17.16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OUTSIDE CLASS Activities/Assignments:  
 
 Lesson Planning: 
 

1. Review another mini-lesson [not in your content area] using the TTS Peer 
Review Template – Three reviews per lesson plan only! 

2. Post on Blackboard Discussion Board 
3. Using TTS Peer Review, revise and submit Final Lesson Plan on Blackboard 

Assignments (30 Points) 
 

Watch videos, listen to Audio Transcript and read articles on Educative Assessment:  

1. Formative Assessment: Unpacking Formative Assessment, Dylan Wiliam, (2012),  

         https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kPf0nQFfv50   

2.       WCS Formative Assessment, (2013), These clips demonstrate a variety of ways to 

implement formative assessment in your classroom. Music: "Better Days" by The Goo 

Goo Dolls (Google Play • iTunes • AmazonMP3)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fIHzSml5Ccs.  

3.     Inside the Black Box: Raising Standards Through Classroom Assessment, Black & 

Wiliam,1998, 

http://www.dpi.state.nc.us/docs/accountability/educators/insidetheblackbox1998.pdf  

4.      Incorporate formative assessment in your final lesson plan. 

 

                                                                                                                       

RtOP: Submit RtOP for Observation #3 on Blackboard Assignment (20 points)  

I-IV 10.15.16 10.31.16 Extra Credit: ABC Conference 

Reflection: Template on Blackboard Due 10.31.16 (40 Points) 

I-IV  10.19.16  

 

 

 

 

 

10.31.16 

Entrance Ticket (5 Points): Concerns 

Mini-Teaching/Learning Center Assignments 

Create Google Docs Account and submit url on Blackboard/google document 

4 Co-Teaching Presentations (60 points) 

 

Exit Ticket: (5 Points):    Complete and turn in peer review worksheets 

 

Online/Homework Assignment: 

Review articles on Learning Centers: 

1.  A New Approach to Learning Centers, retrieve from 

http://www.scholastic.com/teachers/article/new-approach-learning-centers;  

2. Multiple Intelligences in The Classroom, Retrieve from 

http://www.context.org/iclib/ic27/campbell/ 

Develop Collaboratively [using Google Docs] Learning Center Lesson Plan 

Continue Preparation of Mini-Teaching Lesson  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kPf0nQFfv50
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fIHzSml5Ccs
,%20http:/www.dpi.state.nc.us/docs/accountability/educators/insidetheblackbox1998.pdf
,%20http:/www.dpi.state.nc.us/docs/accountability/educators/insidetheblackbox1998.pdf
http://www.scholastic.com/teachers/article/new-approach-learning-centers
http://www.context.org/iclib/ic27/campbell/
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Table 3: SCED3311 Fall 2016 Course Calendar 

TeXes Class Meeting/ 

Online Date 
Due Date Content/Activities/Assignments 

I-IV 10.26.16  

 

 

10.31.16 

OUTSIDE CLASS Activities/Assignments:  

Utilize some of class time to complete out-of-class classroom observations.  

Learning Centers: 

1. Revise Collaboratively [using Google Docs] Learning Center Lesson Plan and begin 

developing materials 

Mini-Teaching: 

1. Continue Preparation of Mini-Teaching Lesson  

 
RtOP: Submit RtOP for Observation #4 on Blackboard Assignment (20 points)  

I-IV 11.2.16  

 

 

 

 

11.7.16 

Face to Face/In-Class Review/Activities:  

Entrance Ticket (5 Points): Mini-Teaching Lessons 

Mini-Teaching/Learning Center Assignments 

4 Co-Teaching Presentations (60 points) 

Exit Ticket: (5 Points):    Complete and turn in peer review worksheets 

 

Online/Homework Assignment: 

Learning Centers: 

1. Revise Collaboratively [using Google Docs] Learning Center Lesson Plan and begin 

developing materials 

Mini-Teaching: 

1. Continue Preparation of Mini-Teaching Lesson  

 

RtOP: Submit RtOP for Observation #5 on Blackboard Assignment (20 points)  

I-IV 11.9.16  

 

 

 

 

11.14.16 

Face to Face/In-Class Review/Activities:  

Entrance Ticket (5 Points): Mini-Teaching Lessons 

Mini-Teaching/Learning Center Assignments 

4 Co-Teaching Presentations (60 points) 

Exit Ticket: (5 Points):    Complete and turn in peer review worksheets 

 

Online/Homework Assignment: 

Learning Centers: 

1. Revise Collaboratively [using Google Docs] Learning Center Lesson Plan and begin 

developing materials 

Mini-Teaching: 

1. Continue Preparation of Mini-Teaching  
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Table 3: SCED3311 Fall 2016 Course Calendar 

TeXes Class Meeting/ 

Online Date 
Due Date Content/Activities/Assignments 

I-IV 11.16.16 11.28.16 Face to Face/In-Class Review/Activities:  

Entrance Ticket (5 Points): Mini-Teaching Lessons 

Mini-Teaching/Learning Center Assignments 

4 Co-Teaching Presentations (60 points) 

Exit Ticket: (5 Points):    Complete and turn in peer review worksheets 

 

Online/Homework Assignment: 

Learning Centers: 

1. Revise Collaboratively [using Google Docs] Learning Center Lesson Plan and begin 

developing materials 

Mini-Teaching: 

1. Continue Preparation of Mini-Teaching  
I-IV 11.23.16 11.28.16 OUTSIDE CLASS Activities/Assignments:  

Utilize some of class time to complete out-of-class classroom observations. 

Learning Centers: 

1. Revise Collaboratively [using Google Docs] Learning Center Lesson Plan and begin 

developing materials 

 

I-IV 11.30.16   Face to Face/In-Class Review/Activities:  
Entrance Ticket (5 Points): Mini Teaching   

Cross- Curricular Learning Center Rotations (120 points) 

Original Observation Hours Log Due; turn in at the end of class 

Class Closure Activity (20 Points): Summary Foldable 
*Extra Credit (2 points added to final grade): Course evaluation [send email to me stating 
you completed the survey].  

Estimated Total Possible Course Points [not including Extra Credit Points] = 500-600 points 

Final Word  

I reserve the right to adjust the course syllabus or change assignments as needed. Remember that our course 

syllabus and class schedule are living documents and can change. 
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RtOP Reflections Rubric - 20 points possible [each RtOP] 

CATEGORY 4 3 2 1 
Observational Tool Observation tool is 

complete and fully 
documents the classroom 
experience details such as 
quotes, diagrams and 
other explanations of 
practice. 

Observation tool is 
relatively complete and 
partially documents the 
classroom experience. 

Observation tool is not 
complete and 
inadequately documents 
the classroom 
experience.  

Observation lacks any 
detail and does not 
document the classroom 
experience or is missing 
from the RtOP altogether. 

Connection to Standard It is clear that there is a 
thorough understanding 
of the standard as there 
is a clear and well 
documented connection 
based on the classroom 
observation. 

The connection to the 
standard is present; 
however, the lack of 
clarity and detail does not 
fully demonstrate 
thorough understanding. 

The connection to the 
standard is weak and not 
well aligned with 
classroom observation. 

The connection to the 
standard is missing or the 
connection is not 
substantiated. 

Connection to Text The connection(s) to text 
informs the standard and 
is clearly aligned to the 
classroom observation 
and standard addressed. 

The connection(s) to text 
is somewhat addressed; 
however, it doesn’t fully 
inform the standard and 
isn’t thoroughly aligned 
to the classroom 
observation. 

The connection(s) to text 
poorly informs the 
standard and is weakly 
aligned to the classroom 
observation. 

The connection to text 
does not inform the 
observation or 
connection to the 
standard, or it is missing 
altogether. 

Connection to Self The connection to self is 
clearly tied to classroom 
observation, the standard 
addressed and text to 
inform what it means to 
be a teacher. 

The connection to self is 
somewhat addressed; 
however, it is not clearly 
tied to classroom 
observation, the standard 
addressed and text to 
inform what it means to 
be a teacher. 

The connection to self is 
weakly addressed, albeit 
somewhat tied to 
classroom observation, to 
the standard addressed 
and text to inform about 
what it means to be a 
teacher. 

The connection to self is 
missing altogether or is 
not related to the 
observation, standard, or 
text. 

Mechanics/Sources There are no 
grammatical, spelling or 
punctuation errors. All 
sources (information and 
graphics) are accurately 
documented. 

Very few grammatical, 
spelling or punctuation 
errors are present. All 
sources (information and 
graphics) are accurately 
documented.  

Several grammatical, 
spelling, or punctuation 
errors are present. All 
sources (information and 
graphics) are accurately 
documented.  

Ideas are distracted by 
too many grammatical, 
spelling or punctuation 
errors. Some sources are 
documented or are 
missing altogether. 
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Grading Rubric for Presentation/Mini Co-Teaching [30 minutes] -60 Points possible 
CRITERIA Good (20 – 15 

Points) 
Fair (14 – 7 Points) Poor (6 – 1 Points) 

Knowledge of Content 
and Summary 

Solid Knowledge and 
understanding of the 
topic to be presented is 
demonstrated. The 
Presentation is clear and 
understandable. 

Good knowledge and 
understanding of the 
topic to be presented is 
demonstrated. The 
presentation is clear and 
understandable, but 
some important points 
are not addressed. 

Weak knowledge and 
understanding of the 
topic to be presented is 
demonstrated. The 
presentation is unclear. 

Critical Thinking and 
Argumentation 

Effective Questioning 
focused on encouraging 
student critical thinking 
based on Bloom’s 
Revised Taxonomy. 
Students were 
challenged. 

Effective Questioning 
focused generally 
encouraging student 
critical thinking based on 
Bloom’s Revised 
Taxonomy. Students 
were somewhat 
challenged. 

Effective Questioning did 
not focus on encouraging 
student critical thinking 
based on Bloom’s 
Revised Taxonomy. 
Students were not 
challenged. 

Organization and 
Communication 
Accuracy 

The presentation is well 
organized, has the 5-E 
components clearly 
defined. The purpose of 
the presentation is clear 
from the beginning. 

The presentation is 
organized, has the 5-E 
components clearly 
defined. The purpose of 
the presentation 
becomes clear within the 
presentation. 

The presentation is not 
well organized and the 
elements of the 5-E 
model are not clear or 
not present. The purpose 
of the presentation is 
unclear.  
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PLC Participation Rubric  

Throughout the semester students are expected to:  

•  Be present (in mind and body) and be well prepared for class.  

•  Participate fully in class and online activities and assignments - take an active part in the work of small 

and large group; participate in discussions and attend class face-to-face sessions. Understand your 

roles and responsibilities in acquiring Student Learning Outcomes for this class.  

•  Make insightful comments, informed by required reading and your own critical thinking. Demonstrate 

reflections on your readings. Come to class with questions, comments and thoughts on readings.  

•  Treat class activities, group discussions as important components of the course, showing  respect for 

fellow classmates and the course material. 

Grading Rubric for Short Reflection- 20 points possible 
Category Exceeds Standard Meets Standard Does Not Meet 

Standard 
Points 20-15 14-7 6-1 
 The piece is thoughtful, 

engaging, and clearly 
written.    The piece shows 
careful consideration of the  

topic at hand.   It responds 
directly to the question or 
prompts and makes   
meaningful   connections  

with the readings and 
course content.  The piece 
has been proofread. 

Follows APA format 

Shows adequate reflection 
along with some level of 
thoughtfulness, and may or 
may not have responded 
directly to the question  

or prompt.  It also contains  

grammatical or sentence 
structure errors that 
disrupt the flow of the 
narrative. 

Follows parts of APA format 

Does not adequately address 

the question or prompt, and 

shows limited    

thoughtfulness.  

Does not follow APA format. 
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Grading Rubric for Final Lesson Plan - 30 points possible 
Category Exceeds Standard Meets Standard Does Not Meet Standard 
Points 10 – 8 7 – 4 3 - 1 

Structure (Tools) Lesson Plan format is concise 
and includes the elements of 
the 5-E Model and the 
Fundamental 5. 

Lesson format has some of the 
elements of the 5-E Model and 
the Fundamental 5. 

Lesson Plan format is 
disorganized and does not 
include elements of the 5-E 
Model nor the Fundamental 5. 

Content (Tasks) Texas Essential Knowledge 
and Skills and Learning 
objective are stated and 
addressed in the lesson 
structure. 

Texas Essential Knowledge 
and Skills and Learning 
objective are somewhat stated 
and somewhat addressed in 
the lesson structure. 

Texas Essential Knowledge 
and Skills and Learning 
objective are not stated and 
not addressed in the lesson 
structure. 

Lesson Delivery (Strategies) Strategies for lesson delivery 
include interactive, hands-on 
approaches and differentiated 
instruction. Technology is 
embedded in lesson delivery. 

Strategies for lesson delivery 
include some interactive 
hands-on approaches and 
differentiated instruction. 
Some technology is embedded 
in lesson delivery. 

Strategies for lesson delivery 
do not include interactive, 
hands-on approaches and 
differentiated instruction. 
Technology is not embedded 
in lesson delivery. 

 

Grading Rubric for Learning Center/ Lesson Plan - 120 points possible  
Category Exceeds 

Standard 
Meets Standard Below Standard Does Not Meet 

Standard 

Points 40 – 38 37-34 33-30 29-0 

Structure (Tools) Lesson Plan format 
is concise and 
includes Cross-
Curricular 
Connections. Tools 
address types of 
learners: kinesthetic, 
visual and auditory.  

Lesson Plan format 
is somewhat concise 
and includes most 
Cross-Curricular 
Connections. Tools 
address types of 
learners: kinesthetic, 
visual and auditory.  

Lesson Plan format 
is not concise and 
doesn’t include 
Cross-Curricular 
Connections. Tools 
address some types 
of learners: 
kinesthetic, visual 
and auditory.  

Lesson Plan format is 
not concise and 
doesn’t include Cross-
Curricular 
Connections. Tools do 
not address types of 
learners: kinesthetic, 
visual and auditory.  

Content (Tasks) Texas Essential 
Knowledge and 
Skills and Learning 
objective are stated 
and learning 
processes are clear 
and concise. 

Texas Essential 
Knowledge and 
Skills and Learning 
objective are stated 
and learning 
processes are 
somewhat clear and 
concise. 

Texas Essential 
Knowledge and 
Skills and Learning 
objective are stated 
and learning 
processes are not 
clear and concise. 

Texas Essential 
Knowledge and Skills 
and Learning 
objective are not 
stated and learning 
processes are not 
clear and concise. 
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Lesson Delivery 
(Strategies) 

Strategies for lesson 
delivery include 
interactive, hands-
on approaches and 
differentiated 
instruction. 
Technology & 
Inquiry-Based 
learning is 
embedded in lesson 
delivery.  

Strategies for lesson 
delivery include 
some interactive, 
hands-on 
approaches and 
differentiated 
instruction. 
Technology & 
Inquiry-Based 
learning is 
somewhat 
embedded in lesson 
delivery.  

Strategies for lesson 
delivery does not 
include interactive, 
hands-on 
approaches and 
differentiated 
instruction. Inquiry-
Based learning is not 
embedded in lesson 
delivery. Technology 
is somewhat 
embedded in lesson 
delivery. 

Strategies for lesson 
delivery does not 
include interactive, 
hands-on approaches 
and differentiated 
instruction. 
Technology & Inquiry-
Based learning is not 
embedded in lesson 
delivery.  

 Learning Center Participation/Artifacts - 90 points possible  
Category Exceeds 

Standard 
Meets Standard Below Standard Does Not Meet 

Standard 
Points 30 – 28 27-24 23-20 19-0 

Activities/Products 
from Each Learning 
Center (Tools) 

Activities/Products 
from each learning 
center are included 
and completed with 
quality.  

Activities/Products 
from 75% of 
learning center are 
included and 
completed with 
quality. 

Activities/Products 
from 50% of 
learning center are 
included and 
completed with 
quality. 

Activities/Products 
from 25% of learning 
center are included 
and completed with 
quality. 

Rating of Learning 
Centers (Tasks) 

Each learning center 
was rated, including 
specific comments 
and submitted on 
the rating form. 

75% of learning 
centers were rated, 
including specific 
comments and 
submitted on the 
rating form. 

50% of learning 
centers were rated, 
including specific 
comments and 
submitted on the 
rating form. 

25% of learning 
centers were rated, 
including specific 
comments and 
submitted on the 
rating form. 

Active Team 
Collaboration 
(Strategies) 

Observed actively 
collaborating and 
participating with 
team members in 
each learning center.  

Observed actively 
collaborating and 
participating with 
team members in 
75% of the learning 
centers. 

Observed actively 
collaborating and 
participating with 
team members in 
50% of the learning 
centers. 

Observed actively 
collaborating and 
participating with 
team members in 
25% of the learning 
centers. 

 


